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Electron capture decay of 116In and nuclear structure of double b decays
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Quasiparticle-random-phase-approximation~QRPA! calculations of doubleb decays have not been able to
reproduce data in theA5100 system. We propose theA5116 system—because of its smaller deformation—as
a simpler system to test QRPA calculations. We present results of two experiments we performed, which
determine the electron-capture-decay branch of116In to be (2.2760.63)31022%, from which we deduce
logft54.3920.15

10.10. We present QRPA calculations and compare their predictions to experimental data. Finally
we use these calculations to predict the 2n double-b-decay rate of116Cd to the ground and excited states of
116Sn. @S0556-2813~98!04608-1#

PACS number~s!: 27.60.1j, 21.10.Re, 25.40.Lw, 23.40.2s
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I. MOTIVATION

In order to translate results of neutrinoless (0n) doubleb
decays into coupling constants representing physics bey
the standard model, one needs knowledge of the assoc
nuclear wave functions. The wave functions have been
culated for the different candidates using two approach
weak-coupling shell-model calculations based onG-matrix
nucleon-nucleon interactions@1,2# and quasiparticle-random
phase-approximation~QRPA! calculations@3–9#. One can
test the accuracy of these calculations by comparing calc
tions to measured two-neutrino (2n) decay rates. The opera
tor involved in the 2n decay mode is the Gamow-Teller op
erator which, for 01→01 double b decays, connects th
initial and final states via virtual transitions toJp511 states
in the intermediate nucleus, only. The 0n-mode operators, on
the other hand, connect to all states in the intermed
nucleus. For this reason this comparison is not a direct te
the accuracy of the 0n-rate calculations, but can be taken
a necessary condition for the reliability of the calculation

Weak-coupling shell-model calculations reproduce 2n ex-
perimental decay rates with varying degrees of success@1,2#
but are not available for all double-b-decay candidates. O
the other hand, QRPA calculations are available for
double-b-decay candidates but they can reproduce exp
mental decay rates only by fitting a parameter which cont
the particle-particle proton-neutron interaction strength@6,7#.

One way to test these models is to find a nucleus in wh
one can measure not only the double-b-decay rates, but also
some of the single-b-decay matrix elements. One such ca
PRC 580556-2813/98/58~2!/1247~10!/$15.00
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didate is the A5100 @100Mo(01)-100Tc(11)-100Ru(01)#
system. A very stringent test of QRPA calculations has b
recently performed by Griffiths and Vogel@10# using this
system. The authors there tried to reproduce five observa
in the above system: the 2n double-b-decay rates to the
ground and excited 01 states in100Ru and the three single
b-decay matrix elements connecting the initial and fin
states to the 11 ground state of100Tc. The calculations failed
to reproduce all the observables simultaneously. Anot
theoretical study of the same system using realistic inte
tions was reported in Ref.@11# with similar results. A pos-
sible reason for QRPA calculations not being able to rep
duce the data for theA5100 system could be the fact tha
for the A5100 system, deformed and spherical states
coexist@12,13#.

We propose here the A5116 @116Cd(01)
2116In(11)-116Sn(01)# system, which displays vibrationa
properties@14,15# more clearly than theA5100 system, as a
better system to test QRPA calculations@16,17#. There is
another interesting feature about theA5116 system. The
recently measured values of the 2n-decay half-life of116Cd,
t1/25(2.220.4

10.7)31019 yr @18# and t1/25@3.7560.35(stat)
60.21(syst)#31019 yr @19#, and the experimentally ex
tracted Gamow-Teller strengths@20# can be compared to a
estimation of the contribution of the virtual transition v
only the ground state~g.s.! of 116In ~see Fig. 1!. The decay
rate is given by

@ t1/2
~2n!#215G2nuMGT

~2n!u2, ~1!

whereG2n corresponds to the phase space and we appr
mateMGT

(2n) as
MGT
~2n!5

^116Sn~g.s.!ist2i116In~g.s.!&^116In~g.s.!ist2i116Cd&

~QEC1Qb2!/2me

. ~2!

*Present address: MIT-Bates Linear Accelerator Center, Middleton, MA 01949.
1247 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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1248 PRC 58M. BHATTACHARYA et al.
The ft value for theb2 transition from the g.s. of116In to the
g.s. of 116Sn is known@21#, but the electron-capture-~EC-!
decay branch to the g.s. of116Cd is not known. If we assume
it to be similar to the corresponding transition in the neig
boring nucleus 114Cd, i.e., logft54.9, we obtain t1/2

(2n)

54.8131019 yr (gA51). This shows that the contributio
from the ground state of116In alone could approximately
account for the total decay rate. A similar argument w
presented by Abadet al. @22# who proposed that the situatio
could be common to all 01→01 double-b-decaying nuclei
in which the ground state of the intermediate nucleus
Jp511. TheA5100 system was found to be consistent w
this hypothesis@23#. The fact that the transition through th
ground state of the intermediate nucleus dominates
double-b-decay rate shows that it is important for the calc
lations to reproduce the single-b-decay matrix elements tha
connect this state to the double-b-decay initial and final
states. In the following section we describe two experime
we performed to measure the EC decay branch of116In.

II. EXPERIMENT

We produced116In by means of the115In(d,p) reaction
using a 7.6-MeV deuteron beam from the Notre Dame
Tandem accelerator. The beam impinged on a stack of
'100 mg/cm2 In targets evaporated on 5mg/cm2 carbon
foils. In order to reduce the background from the In(Ka) x
rays which are profusely produced by particle or photon
citation of the In targets, a He-jet system was used to tra
port the radioactivity to a remote shielded counting stati
The radioactivity from the He jet was deposited onto a pa
tape which was moved after a length of time~which we shall
refer to as the cycle length! by a tape drive unit and wa
positioned at our counting station~see Fig. 2!. Our detection
system consisted of a planar Ge detector~x-ray detector! to
detect Cd x rays (Ex'23 keV), which constitute the signa
ture of the EC decays of116In, and an annular high-purity G
detector (g-ray detector! to detect116In g rays following the
b2 decay of116In which we used to determine the number
116In atoms transported to our counting station. In addit
we recorded for every event the time interval between

FIG. 1. Decay scheme of theA5116 system relevant to th
present work. All energies are in keV.
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start of the counting cycle, i.e., positioning of the fresh
dioactivity in place, and the detection of a signal in the x-r
or theg-ray detector. This was done by recording for eve
event the readout of a scaler which was zeroed every t
fresh radioactivity was positioned at the counting station a
was incremented by a clock.

We performed a first experiment using natur
In (95.7%115In14.3%113In) targets, and later a second e
periment with115In targets of 99.99% isotopic purity. In th
following sections we present the results of the two expe
ments separately.

A. Experiment with natIn targets

We collected our data in four sets with four differe
cycle lengths for the following reasons. A 4-s cycle was us
to obtain data from the decay of the isomer116Inm2 (t1/2

52.18 s) to obtain the x-ray line-shape parameters. A 3
cycle was used to optimize the Cd x rays from the EC de
of 116In (t1/2514.1 s). A 100-s cycle was used, in conjun
tion with the 30-s cycle, to determine the fraction of Cd
rays from the decay of116In as compared to those from th
decay of 114In (t1/2571.9 s). This optimum value of 100
was obtained from Monte Carlo calculations. Figure 3 sho
the simulated error in the ratio of the intensities of the x-ra
from 114In and 116In vs the cycle length. Finally we used
2-h cycle to determine the number of116Inm1 transported to
our counting station.

1. X-ray spectrum line shape

Figure 4 shows the the x-ray spectrum for the 4-s cyc
The spectrum shows x rays from the internal convers
~i.c.! of the 82→51 isomeric transitiong ray. We fitted the
spectrum using a line shape characterized by a Gaussian
a low-energy exponential tail plus a flat plateau to take i
account incomplete charge collection and Compton sca
ing, respectively. Figure 4 also shows the best fit to t
spectrum obtained by fixing the relative intensities of t
Ka1, Ka2, Kb1, andKb2 In x rays according to the table
of Ref. @21#. We use the parameters obtained from this fit
our line shape parameters.

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. The
dioactivity was transported from the production site via the He
system and was deposited onto the paper tape. The paper tap
then moved to position the radioactivity in front of the x-ra
detector.
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2. Efficiency of the x-ray detector

In order to calculate the EC branch, we determined
relevant detector efficiencies in the following way.

~i! We used the 4-s cycle data, dominated by116Inm2 de-
cays, to measure the efficiency of the x-ray detector for
In(Ka) x rays relative to the efficiency of theg-ray detector
for the 162-keV g ray which this source produces wit
known relative intensities@24#.

~ii ! We then used a calibrated133Ba source to measure th
absolute efficiency of theg-ray detector for the 160-keVg
ray and using the previous ratio we obtained the abso
efficiency of the x-ray detector for the In(Ka) x ray. Al-
though we need the efficiency of the x-ray detector for
Cd(Ka) x ray to calculate the EC branch, it is sufficient
use the efficiency for the In(Ka) x ray as the change in
efficiency of the x-ray detector for such a change in energ
negligible.

~iii ! Finally we used a calibrated60Co source to interpo-
late the absolute efficiency of theg-ray detector forEg
51294 keV using a 1/Eg interpolation between the two60Co
lines.

FIG. 3. Monte Carlo simulation of the uncertainty in the ratio
the intensities of Cd x rays from116In EC decays and114In EC
decays as a function of the cycle length. We chose to run at a c
length of 100 s to minimize this uncertainty.

FIG. 4. X-ray spectrum for the 4-s cycle withnatIn targets. This
spectrum was used to determine the line-shape parameters. T
to the data is shown.
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In this way we determine the ratioh(In Ka x ray)/
h(1294-keVg ray)5(3.5860.34) that we use for calculat
ing the EC branch. Hereh(E) is the photopeak efficiency a
energyE.

3. EC decay of116In

The number of EC decays of116In can be counted by
counting the Cd x rays. Figure 5 shows the x-ray spectr
for the 30-s cycle and Fig. 6 shows that for the 100-s cyc
In order to minimize the signal-to-noise ratio, we incr
mented the spectrum in Fig. 5 only with events that occur
2.5 s after positioning the radioactivity. The Cd(Ka) x rays
can be clearly seen in both spectra. Also shown in th
figures are the fits to the spectra using the line-shape pa
eters obtained from the 4-s cycle data. In this way we
tained (32596254) and (32176259) as the number o
Cd(Ka) x rays for the 30-s and 100-s cycles, respectivel

4. Cd x rays from114In EC decays

Our experiment has a relatively low level of contamin
tion from other products of the115In1d reaction, because

le

fit

FIG. 5. X-ray spectrum for the 30-s cycle withnatIn targets. The
solid line shows the fit using the parameters obtained from the
cycle data.

FIG. 6. X-ray spectrum for 100-s cycle withnatIn targets. The
solid line shows the fit using the parameters obtained from the
cycle data.
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1250 PRC 58M. BHATTACHARYA et al.
most of the open channels produce stable isotopes and
are no known, short-lived, low-lying Cd isomers that cou
produce x rays by internal conversion. Because our tar
contained 113In, we produced114In via 113In(d,p), which
has a'0.46% EC branch. We estimated the ratio of Cd
rays from 116In to 114In by assuming the ratio of the depos
tion rates for the two isotopes (R1

0/R2
0) to be a constant and

using the procedure described below.
We divided the total x-ray spectrum for the 30-s cyc

into six time bins; i.e., we generated six x-ray spectra for t
cycle, the first one corresponding to events occurring wit
the first 4.64 s after the radioactivity was positioned,
second one corresponding to events occurring between
and 9.28 s, and so on. Similarly, the total x-ray spectrum
the 100-s cycle was divided into six time bins, each 16.
wide. We fitted the time-binned Cd x-ray areasAT(t) using a
fit function of the following form:

AT~ t !5hF ~R1
T3BR1!

~12e2l1DT!

l1
e2l1t

1~R2
T3BR2!

~12e2l2DT!

l2
e2l2tG , ~3!

wheret stands for the beginning time of a given bin,DT is
the bin width for a particular cycle,h is the x-ray detector
efficiency for Cd x rays,l1,2 are the decay constants, an
R1,2

T are the rates at the beginning of the counting cycles.
latter are related toR1,2

0 in the following way:

Ri
T5Ri

0~12e2l iT!e2l i tm, ~4!

whereT is the cycle length andtm the transport time. We
then assumed values of (R1

03BR1) and (R2
03BR2) on a grid

and computed the summedx2 for the two cycles. Becaus
we were interested in the ratio (R1

03BR1)/(R2
03BR2), we

plotted contours of equalx2 in a (R2
03BR2) vs

(R1
03BR1)/(R2

03BR2) grid. The result is shown in Fig. 7
The best value (x2/n51.5) for this ratio obtained in this way
was

FIG. 7. Iso-x2 contour plots for various confidence levels on
(R2

03BR2) vs @(R1
03BR1)/(R2

03BR2)# grid. The result was used
to separate the contributions of116In EC decay from those of114In
EC decay to the Cd x-ray peak.
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S R1
03BR1

R2
03BR2

D 50.6020.25
10.35. ~5!

In order to simplify further calculations we use the followin
number with symmetric error bars which encompass
same region:

S R1
03BR1

R2
03BR2

D 50.6560.30. ~6!

It can be seen in Fig. 7 that the error in this ratio is asy
metric and that this ratio is not consistent with zero even
the 99.7% confidence level. Figures 8 and 9 show the tim
binned Cd x-ray areas for 30-s and 100-s cycles, fitted w
exponentials using the parameters obtained with the ab
procedure.

We now express the total number of Cd x rays obser
during each cycle as a function of the deposition rates of
two isotopes, which we will eventually use in conjunctio
with Eq. ~6! to obtain the number of Cd x rays from th

FIG. 8. Time-binned Cd x-ray areas vs time for 30-s cycle w
natIn targets. The solid line shows the fit using the parameters
tained from the grid search.

FIG. 9. Time-binned Cd x-ray areas vs time for 100-s cycle w
natIn targets. The solid line shows the fit using the parameters
tained from the grid search.
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PRC 58 1251ELECTRON CAPTURE DECAY OF116In AND NUCLEAR . . .
decay of 116In, as follows. The number of Cd x rays,NT,
produced in front of the x-ray detector duringNC

T cycles of
lengthT is given by

NT5NC
T3aT3~R1

03BR13C1
T1R2

03BR23C2
T!, ~7!

with

Ci
T5

1

l i
~12e2l iT!e2l i tm~12e2l i ~T2tm!!, ~8!

whereaT are constants which take into account the diff
ence in the absolute deposition rates~which depend, among
other things, on the beam intensity and the transport e
ciency of the He-jet system! for the 30-s and 100-s cycles
The first factor in the above expression corresponds to
number of atoms deposited, the second factor takes into
count the number that decays while the tape is moving,
the third factor yields the fraction that decays in front of t
detector. From the total number of 160-keV isomeric tran
tion ~IT! g rays and the total number of~fixed frequency!
pulser counts observed in the 30-s and 100-s cycles we
termined

S a303NC
30

a1003NC
100D 55.4860.16. ~9!

Finally we calculated the ratio of the number of Cd(Ka)
x rays from the decay of116In to the total number of
Cd(Ka) x rays, using Eqs.~7! and ~6!, to be

S N30~116Cd!

N30 D 50.5260.27 ~10!

and

S N100~116Cd!

N100 D 50.2460.11, ~11!

in the 30-s and 100-s cycles, respectively. This implies t
for the 30-s cycle~excluding the first 2.5 s after the radioa
tivity was positioned, as explained in the previous subs
tion! we have (16956890) Cd(Ka) x rays and for the
100-s cycle (7726359) Cd(Ka) x rays from 116In EC de-
cays.

5. Test of our half-life measurement procedure

To check our half-life measurement procedure we m
sured the half-life of116Inm2 using the 30-s cycle data. W
binned the area for the In x ray in six time bins and fit it wi
two exponentials as shown in Fig. 10. A second exponen
with a long half-life ~but small amplitude! is required for a
good fit to the data. We assume the origin for these lo
lived In x rays to be internal conversion ofg-ray transitions
from the higher-excitation-energy isomers of116In as well as
those from114Inm. In this way we obtain
-

-

e
c-
d

i-

e-

t

c-

-

al

-

t1/2~
116Inm2!5~2.1660.01! s, ~12!

which agrees well with the accepted value
(2.1860.04) s from Ref@25#.

6. Determination of the EC decay branch

The total number of116In atoms transported to our coun
ing station can be deduced from the total number of 10
keV g rays ~due only tob2 decays of116Inm1) and 1294-
keV g rays ~due tob2 decays of116Inm11116In) ~see Fig.
11!. To determine the number of 1294-keVg rays from116In
decays, we compared the ratio of the number of the twog
rays for the 30-s and 100-s cycle runs to the same r
measured for the 2-h cycle run~the counting for this run
began sufficiently late and hence had a negligible contri
tion from 116In decay!. The ratio of the number of the 1294
keV to the 1097-keVg rays from this 2-h cycle was 1.26
60.004. The same ratio for the 30-s and 100-s cycles
(1.65460.007) and (1.29760.009), respectively. These ra
tios, corrected for small summing effects, allowed us to
termine the fraction of 1294-keVg rays from 116In to be
~0.24060.004! and ~0.02660.001! for the 30-s and 100-s
cycles, respectively.

Finally we calculate the EC decay branch using

FIG. 10. Fit to the time-binned In x-ray areas for the 30-s cyc

FIG. 11. g-ray spectrum for the 30-s cycle withnatIn targets.
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BR~EC!5
A~Cd Ka x ray!h~1294 keV Ge!BR~1294 keV!

A~1294 keV from 116In!h~Cd Ka x ray!PKvKa

, ~13!
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where h(In Ka x ray)/h(1294-keVg ray)5(3.5860.34)
is the ratio of the detector efficiencies, BR(1294 ke
51.3% is the probability of the emission of a 1294-keVg
ray in a b2 decay of 116In, Pk50.85 is the fraction of EC
decays that produce a vacancy in theK shell, andvKa
50.70 is theKa fluorescence yield, i.e., the probability o
the emission of a Cd(Ka) x-ray per K vacancy@25#. We
thus obtain

BR~EC!5~1.9461.04!31022%. ~14!

B. Experiment with isotopically enriched 115In targets

In this run we used the same experimental setup as in
first experiment except for the fact that theg-ray detector
was moved closer to and the x-ray detector was acciden
moved farther from the source spot. However, becaus
this case we were not concerned with114In contamination,
which would give rise to a long-lived component to the Cd
rays, we used only three cycle lengths, viz., 4-s, 30-s,
2-h cycles to collect our data.

1. Efficiencies

Like in the previous experiment, in order to calculate t
EC branch, we used the ratio of the efficiency of the x-r
detector for the In(Ka) x ray to the efficiency of theg-ray
detector for the 1294-keVg ray. Using the same procedur
as before we obtained the relative efficiency to
h(In Ka x ray)/h(1294-keV g ray)5(0.9160.09). The
significant decrease in this ratio compared to the first exp
ment was due to higher efficiency for theg-ray detector and
lower efficiency for the x-ray detector.

2. Determination of the EC decay branch

Figure 12 shows the x-ray spectrum for the 4-s cyc

FIG. 12. X-ray spectrum for the 4-s cycle with isotopically e
riched 115In targets. This spectrum was used to determine the l
shape parameters. The fit to the data is shown.
he
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which was used to obtain line-shape parameters, and Fig
shows the x-ray spectrum for the 30-s cycle. From this sp
trum we obtained (15416385) as the number of Cd(Ka) x
rays. We then used the same procedure as for the first
periment to obtain the number of116In atoms transported to
the counting station using theg-ray spectra. Finally using the
number of Cd(Ka) x rays and the number of116In atoms
transported to the counting station we obtained the EC de
branch of 116In to be (2.4660.80)31022%. This value for
the EC branch is in good agreement with the value from
previous experiment.

In order to estimate the half-life corresponding to the Cd
rays, we divided the total x-ray spectrum into three tim
bins, each 9.4 s wide, and fitted them with one exponen
We obtainedt1/2527.4649.8 s. Figure 14 shows the time
binned areas along with the best fit~solid line! and the fit
assuming the half-life to be 14.1 s~dashed line!. It is clear
from the figure that due to large uncertainties in the areas
not possible to clearly establish the half-life of these x ra

C. Average and adopted value for the116In EC branch

The average~weighted by the errors! of the EC branch
obtained from the two experiments is (2.2760.63)
31022%. We adopt this value as the EC branch of116In.
Using this branch and the well-known half-life of116In we
obtain, logft54.3920.15

10.10, where the phase space factorf was
obtained according to the tables of Ref.@26#.

III. QRPA CALCULATIONS

We performed calculations in a basis consisting of t
complete oscillator shells around the double-shell closureN
5Z550, assuming40Ca as the inert core. The energy leve
were taken as those of an effective Woods-Saxon poten
including Coulomb effects. We used the effective two-bo
interaction from Ref.@27# with proton and neutron pairing

- FIG. 13. Last 9.4 s of the x-ray spectrum for the 30-s cycle w
isotopically enriched115In targets. The fit to the data is shown.
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PRC 58 1253ELECTRON CAPTURE DECAY OF116In AND NUCLEAR . . .
terms included. The coupling constants of the pairing ch
nels of the interaction were adjusted to reproduce the
served mass differences, both for proton and neutron st
around the initial (116Cd) and final (116Sn) nucleus.

The set of virtual intermediate states needed to calcu
the double-b-decay matrix elements are described as the
perposition of quasiproton and quasineutron pairs couple
angular momentumJp511 and with eigenvalues and ampl
tudes given by the proton-neutron-QRPA~pn-QRPA! model
@7,8,28#. The input for thepn-QRPA calculations is quasi
particle energies and occupation numbers as well as the
pling constants governing particle-hole and particle-part
channels of the two-body interaction. The strength of
proton-neutron particle-hole channels was adjusted to re
duce the energy of the giant Gamow-Teller~GT! resonance.
Our value for the energy of the GT resonance in116In is
aboutEGT515 MeV, measured from the ground state of
The strength of proton-neutron particle-particle channels
the interaction,gpp, is determined via the known single-b-
decay transitions in116In. As usual in these kinds of calcu
lations two sets ofpn-QRPA states have to be built, on
describing the excitations starting from the initial nucle
and the other corresponding to excitations starting from
final nucleus, both interpreted as states of the intermed
nucleus. Wave functions and overlaps between both se
states are treated as in@7#. The excited states of116Sn are
described as the superposition of two quasiprotons and
quasineutrons. The QRPA matrix equations are diagonal
to determine amplitudes and eigenvalues for monopole
quadrupole excitations. The energy of the first excited qu
rupole state and the value of the measuredB(E2) transition
from this state to the ground state are reproduced in the
culations by adjusting the coupling constant of the quad
pole channels of the two-body interaction and by introduc
effective charges@29#. The results of the present calculatio
are B(E2,21

1→0g.s.
1 )510.6 Weisskopf units~W.u.!, for eeff

(p)

51.39e andeeff
(n)50.39e. For the monopole excitations it ha

been verified that the first QRPA eigenvalue, at zero ene
is just the solution of the pairing-gap equation correspond
to the same interaction.

FIG. 14. Time-binned Cd x-ray areas for the 30-s cycle w
isotopically enriched115In targets. The figure shows the best
(t1/2527.4649.8 s) to the data and the fit with the half-life fixed
that of 116In (t1/2514.1 s).
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The logft values of both theb2 andb1/EC allowed tran-
sitions are defined by

log f t5 lnS 6147

B~GT! D , ~15!

where

B~GT!5gA
2 u^Jf ist2iJi&u2

~2Ji11!
. ~16!

The results of the QRPA calculations, for the excitati
energies of andb2 log ft values to, states in116Sn are shown
in Table I. In the calculations we have used the value
gA51.0, for the axial-vector coupling constant@17#. The two
sets of calculated values correspond togpp50.75 andgpp
51.0, respectively. The first value (gpp50.75) reproduces
the data on theb2 branch of the decay of the ground state
116In whereas the other value (gpp51.0), corresponding to
the unrenormalized two-body interaction, yields a bet
agreement with data for the double-b-decay transition to the
ground state of116Sn. As seen from the results shown in th
table, the change in the value ofgpp does not affect much the
values of the matrix elements for single-b-decay transitions,
except for the value corresponding to the feeding of
ground state of116Sn. This is a manifestation of the effec
on the wave functions of virtual intermediate one-phon
states due to proton-neutron two-particle correlations. C
cerning the EC feeding of the ground state of116Cd from the
ground state (Jp511) of 116In the theoretical values ar
log ft54.19 (gpp50.75) and logft54.0 (gpp51.0), which
can be compared with the presently measured value loft
54.3920.15

10.10.
The general expression for the matrix element govern

the two-neutrino mode of the nuclear doubleb decay, from
an initial 01 ground state (A,N,Z) to a finalJf

1 state (A,N
22,Z12), is given by

MGT
~2n!~Jf

1!5(
m

bm
~ f !~Jf

1!bm
~ i !

@~ 1
2 Qbb1Em2Mi !/me11#s

, ~17!

TABLE I. Experimental and theoretical excitation energies a
log ft values corresponding to low-lying states of116Sn. The states
at 2.58 MeV are the members of the two-quadrupole-phonon trip

Experimental values@36# Theory
Jp Energy@MeV# log ft Energy@MeV# log ft

gpp51.00 gpp50.75

0g.s
1 0.0 4.66 0.0 5.32 4.66

21
1 1.29 5.85 1.29 5.18 5.20

01
1 1.76 5.88 1.71 5.23 5.21

02
1 2.03 – 2.58 6.25 6.24

22
1 2.11 6.31 2.58 6.84 6.81

23
1 2.23 6.40 2.35 6.94 6.91

41
1 2.39 – 2.58

03
1 2.55 5.99 2.57 4.14 4.15

24
1 2.65 5.79 2.49 5.84 5.92
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TABLE II. Theoretical matrix elementsMGT
(2n) and half-livest1/2

(2n) for the 2nbb decay of116Cd to various
final states of116Sn. The matrix elementsMGT

(2n) are given in units of (me)
21. The corresponding phase spa

factorsGGT
(2n) are given in units of yr21.

Transition GGT
(2n) MGT

(2n) t1/2
(2n) (yr)

gpp51.00 gpp50.75 gpp51.00 gpp50.75

0g.s.
1 →0g.s.

1 2.99310218 0.12 0.21 2.3331019 0.7631019

0g.s.
1 →21

1 2.33310221 0.021 0.016 1.031024 1.731024

0g.s.
1 →01

1 8.98310222 0.31 0.26 1.1631022 1.631022

0g.s.
1 →02^ 2

1 8.90310223 0.13 0.11 6.6331023 1.031024
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red
wheres51 for J50 ands53 for J52, and the sum extend
over all 11 states of the intermediate nucleus. The deno
nator of this equation consists of the energyEm of the mth
intermediate 11 state and the mass energyMi of the parent
nucleus, as well as of the double-b-decayQ value, Qbb .
The virtual single-b-decay matrix elements ofMGT

(2n)(Jf
1) are

defined in@30,31# and the overlaps between the two sets
pn-QRPA solutions are added to account for the matching
the intermediate 11 states@7#.

The structure of the matrix elements, for virtual sing
b-decay transitions from a pn-phonon state to a
pp1nn-phonon state, is given in@28,30–32# and the
double-b-decay half-lifet1/2

(2n) can be obtained from the ex
pression

@ t1/2
~2n!~0g.s.

1 →Jf
1!#215uMGT

~2n!~Jf
1!u2GGT

~2n!~Jf
1!, ~18!

whereJf
1 can either be the ground state or an excited stat

the double-b-decay daughter and the integrated kinemati
factors GGT

(2n)(Jf
1) can be calculated as described in@33#.

These factors are given in Table II.
Thepn-QRPA calculations, forgpp51.0, yield a final ma-

trix elementMGT
(2n)50.120~in units of inverse electron mass!

for the transition to the ground state of116Sn. This result is
practically given by the contribution of a single virtual exc
tation. Slightly weaker dominance is found in the results c
responding togpp50.75. In the framework of thepn-QRPA
it corresponds to the contribution of the first excited 11 state
of 116In, relative to the ground state of both the initial an
final nuclei. Because the ground state of116In is a 11 state,
this result supports the so-called single-state domina
which postulates that when the ground state of the inter
diate nucleus in a double-b-decay chain is a 11 state, then
the value of the matrix elementMGT

(2n) would be given by the
contribution of this single state. In practice two effects a
contributing to this dominance, namely,~a! that the contri-
bution of the virtual 11 excitation has a small energy de
nominator when this state is also the ground state, and~b!
that the product of single-b-decay matrix elements enterin
in the definition ofMGT

(2n) is mostly governed by the virtua
b1 transition. As explained in@34# and in @35# proton-
neutron two-particle correlations produce a destructive in
ference between theb2 andb1 branches of the virtual de
cay path.

When the matrix elementMGT
(2n) is approximated by the

product of the matrix elements extracted from the measu
b2 @36# and the presently measured EC transition one g
i-

f
f

-

of
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-

e,
e-

e

r-

d
ts

the value (MGT
(2n))approx50.1560.04, in agreement with the

above-reported theoretical value. With this result and us
Eq. ~1! one gets

t1/2
2n ~0g.s.

1 →0g.s.
1 !5~1.4960.41!31019 yr. ~19!

As shown in Table II, the matrix elements for transitions
the ground state and to the first excited 01 state, described a
a one-phonon monopole excitation, are of the same orde
magnitude. However, because of phase space limitations
corresponding half-life is longer than the half-life for th
ground-state transition but still not so long as the ones for
quadrupole one- and two-phonon states~denoted as 02^ 2

1 in
Table II!. In the context of the present discussion we sh
interpret this result as a firm indication of the structure of t
first excited 01 state as a monopole vibration. The QRP
wave function, for this state, is mainly given by the (s1/2)

2

and (d3/2)
2 two-quasineutron configurations.

To conclude with the analysis of the QRPA results it c
be said that the overall agreement between data and the
culations, both for the single- and double-b-decay transi-
tions, supports the notion that the theoretical approximati
work better in theA5116 system than in theA5100 system
@10,11# where the QRPA was seen to fail in predicting da
This may be due to the fact that both116Cd and 116Sn are
spherical nuclei, a condition which may not be met in t
A5100 system. In spite of the fact that the theoretical res
for the single-b2-decay rate to the g.s. of116Sn for gpp
51.0 shows a larger discrepancy with the data than the re
obtained forgpp50.75, both sets of results seem to confir
the single-state dominance on the matrix elementMGT

(2n) .

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have measured the EC decay branch of116In to
be (2.2760.63)31022%, which implies logft54.3920.15

10.10.
Using our measured logft value we obtained
gA

2 u^116Inist2i116Cd&u25(0.7560.21), in strong disagree
ment with the value extracted from (3He,t) measurements
@20#: (0.03260.005). It is not clear what definition o
B(GT) the authors of Ref.@20# used, but the disagreement
large in any case. While our experiment is a direct measu
ment, the charge-exchange measurement is based on
sumptions that have been shown to break@37# for weak tran-
sitions, like the transition in question. Using this measu
value for the matrix element in Eq.~2! and using Eq.~1! we
calculate the contribution of the ground state of116In to the
2n double-b-decay rate to be
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t1/2
~2n!~0g.s.

1 →0g.s.
1 !5~1.4960.41!31019 yr, ~20!

which is in reasonable agreement with the measured h
lives @18,19#.

This confirms the guess, presented in Sec. I, that the c
tribution of the ground state of116In accounts for an impor-
tant fraction of the 2n double-b-decay rate of116Cd. Thus
we observe for116Cd a confirmation of thelow-lying-state
dominance hypothesissuggested by Abadet al. @22#. We
have also shown that QRPA calculations in this case sho
relatively better agreement with measurements as comp
to the A5100 system. We find agreement with the sing
b-decay rates usinggpp50.75, but this value ofgpp yields a
2n-decay rate about 3 times faster than measurement. O
other handgpp51.0 gives good agreement with the measu
2n-decay rate but predicts ab2-decay rate to ground state o
116Sn about 4 times smaller than its measured value. Ne
theless, both sets of results support the low-lying-state do
nance hypothesis concerning the value of the matrix elem
for the two-neutrino double-b-decay mode.

The 2n-decay rate of116Cd to the excited state of116Sn
has not been measured yet. We can make a trivial predic
based on thelow-lying-state dominance hypothesis, which
implies that the 2n matrix element should be proportional

M~2n!~Sn* !

M~2n!~Sng.s.!
5F f t~Sng.s.!

f t~Sn* !
G 1/2S QEC1Qb2

g.s.

QEC1Qb2* D , ~21!

which yields

t1/2
~2n!~0g.s.

1 →01
1!5~2.3160.64!31023 yr. ~22!

On the other hand, the more sophisticated predict
based on QRPA calculations yields~see Table II!

t1/2
~2n!~0g.s.

1 →01
1!5~1.1631022! yr ~23!

and
hy

e

lf-

n-

a
ed
-

the
d

r-
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nt

on

n

t1/2
~2n!~0g.s.

1 →01
1!5~1.631022! yr ~24!

for the different values of the particle-particle strength,gpp
51.0 andgpp50.75, respectively. These predictions can
compared to the experimental limits of Piepkeet al. @38#:

t1/2
~2n!10n~0g.s.

1 →01
1!.~2.031021! yr. ~25!

As seen from the above results the estimation of the half-
for two-neutrino double-b-decay transition to the first ex
cited 01 state of116Sn based on the single-state dominan
Eq. ~19!, differs from the QRPA results of Eqs.~20! and
~21!. This is partly due to the fact that the QRPA predictio
for the logft value of the single-b-decay transition feeding
the same state differs from the experimental value, as s
from the results shown in Table I. Inspection of the cont
butions to the theoretical matrix elementMGT

(2n) for the tran-
sition to the first excited 01, given in Table II, indicates tha
most of it is due to the contribution of the firstJp511 state
of 116In. A measurement of the 2n double-b decay to the
first excited 01 state of116Sn would help clarify the nuclea
structure mechanism which dominates the decay.
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